made in Italy

ARTIGIANI DEL LUSSO
I cavalieri di tutto il mondo possono apprezzare l’alta
artigianalita’ italiana, l’impeccabile qualità e lo stile
personalizzato che l’azienda DeNiroBootCo esprime
nella sua ampia collezione di stivali da equitazione di
lusso.
La produzione DeNiroBootCo eseguita a Casarano
, in Italia, è affidata a esperti maestri stivalai
orgogliosi della propria artigianalità.
La cura nei particolari , l’utilizzo di materie prime di
eccellenza e il tocco innovativo sono i tratti distintivi
che caratterizzano il brand DeNiroBootCo da oltre
trent’anni.
Un’ampia collezione di modelli ed infinite opzioni
di personalizzazione permettono ai cavalieri di
soddisfare ogni loro esigenza, affermare la propria
identità o esprimere la propria personalità.
Handcrafted Luxury
Equestrians around the world treasure the fine
Italian craftsmanship, impeccable quality, and
personalized styling that DeNiro Boot Company
incorporates into its extensive line of luxurious
equestrian boots. DeNiro boots are expertly
handcrafted in Casarano, Italy, by experienced
artisans steeped in the proud tradition of bootmaking. Attention to detail, use of the finest leathers,
and a flair for innovation have been hallmarks of the
DeNiro brand for over thirty years. An extensive line
of popular designs and customization options allows
equestrians to satisfy their unique tastes, make a
statement, or simply show off their personality

Sole Construction

WRAT

Water Resistant Advanced Treatment

DeNiroBootCo uses their Water Resistant Advanced Treatment WRAT for the leather intersole as well. The leather used in this treatment allows
sweat in the form of water vapour to breath out, hence preventing water on the outside coming in. The result being your feet stay hygienically
dry.
[1] The breathable antibacterial and absorbent leather with activated carbon insole makes possible the natural and hygienique perspiration of
the foot and gives a feeling of comfort, due to the contact with a noble material, that has been used in the footwear field for years. A series of
micro holes are made on the leather insole to allow the ventilation. The poron insert on the heel has an effective anti traumatic action.

water resistance
breathable

[2] The midsole is in totally natural leather, with a high sweat absorber power, it is punched with small holes which continue the ventilation,
and guarantee a perfect breathability.

wind resistant

[3] The innovative intersole has been made possible after extensive research which has led to the water resistant advanced treatment WRAT.
The intersole is made of a special leather 5,5 mm which absorbs sweat through the insole and midsole and lets it out in the form of water vapour.
This process is made possible by a microscopic space between fibres.

crack resistant

[4] Rubber sole is an effective antislip and keep maximum security and adherence even under extreme conditions.
Key benefits of WRAT are permanent for the life of the leather.
- leather and intersole absorbs little water - boots stay lighter in wet conditions - promotes quicker drying times - the leather is not damaged by
water, it stays soft and comfortable - tanned in water resistant treatment, not a surface treatment - easy care
The benefits of WRATS are permanent for the life of the leather.

quick drying

ERIKA/01 GG15

Boot in caffè colour
Erika top design in beige
suede with gold SW
stones decoration GG15

ERIKA/01 GRETA BROWN

Boot in caffè colour
Erika top design in greta
brown leather

S36A1 GG11

boot in blue navy
engraved leather
America top design
with decoration GG11

RAMSES GG03

boot in black engraved
leather Ramses
top design with
decoration GG03

RAFFAELLO TOP RONDINE GRETA BLACK

Boot in brushed
black leather
Top Rondine design in
Greta black leather

ERIKA/01 GG16

Boot in black colour
Erika top design in
Black suede with
decoration GG16

S5601 GG 05
Boot in brushed brown
Leather and matching
foot in brown 527
with decoration GG05

RAFFAELLO TOP RONDINE GG13

S3501

Boot in caffè
engraved leather
Rondine top design
in brushed brown leather and one
flower in the middle

Boot in black colour
Top in micro crystals
and GP square full
crystals on side strap

ERIKA/01 GG02
Boot in brown 527 colour
Erika top design in
brown suede with studs
decoration GG02

S3901

ERIKA/01 GG12

Boot in blue navy colour
Roma Top design
in patent blue navy
and GV square empty
crystal on side strap

Boot in cotto colour
Erika top design in
engraved cotto leather
on top section

SALENTO GG13
Boot in black colour
Salento top design with GG13
flowers decoration

S36A1-GT23

MESSAPIA/01 GG37

Boot in black colour
America top design with
GT-23 decoration

Boot in black colour
and punched holes
over the toe cap
Messapia top design
in patent and greta black
leather with decoration GG37

